
FULL-TIME GRAPHIC DESIGNER (JUNIOR - INTERMEDIATE)
5 MONTH CONTRACT 

Immediate opening for a highly motivated, talented (junior - intermediate) graphic 

designer. Responsibilities will include supporting the Creative Director with produc-

tion and design. The ideal candidate will be able to balance multiple  

projects at once. They must be currently operating with CC files and would require 

own equipment and software.  

Major Duties and Responsibilities:

•  Assist the Creative Director with day-to-day tasks with a strong focus on editorial 

design, branding and interactive design.

•  Other responsibilities include conceptualization and design of graphic applications 

such as retail advertising and POP, books and magazines, corporate identity, 

branding and multimedia interfaces, from concept to completion.

•  A strong understanding of typography and layout are a must.

•  He or she should be able to take instructions from the Creative Director and create 

a complete project from concepts to layouts, editing and final artwork release, 

working proficiently in InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator.

Qualifications:

•  Bachelor degree in graphic design or equivalent experience

•  Ability to meet deadlines quickly and efficiently

•  Strong focus on detail, organization, and self-motivation

• Proficient in the Adobe Creative Suite programs including: Photoshop, Illustrator 

and InDesign

Office is in Toronto, and we are open to flexible hours with the option to work remotely a 

couple days a week. The contract is for 5 months with the opportunity for extension.

Application Details

Please send a brief cover note introducing yourself, your resume including samples of 

your best work (max 5MB) or a link to your portfolio website to:

lisa@lisadavisondesign.com and put “Graphic Designer” as the subject line.

We thank all applicants for their interest in this position however we will only be  

contacting those selected for interviews. 

ABOUT LISA DAVISON DESIGN
Lisa’s passion lies in design. It isn’t about a job or a career, it is about living and loving the work that she does 
day in and day out. Her drive and creative energy are what leads her from one challenge to the next. 

Before opening up her own studio, Lisa gained experience working in the editorial world for FASHION magazine 
and Weekly Scoop and then moved into retail as the lead Art Director for Stitches, part of YM Inc. She now works 
on a wide range of projects including branding, packaging, editorial and online interactive design with clients in 
the fashion and beauty industries as well as the corporate world. Lisa has established strong relationships with her 
clients and has helped take them to the next level. 


